
CHAPTER Ill 

ANALYSIS 

In this chapter. the writer will provide and envelope an analysis toward 

ideology of Annida 's English short stories based on the statement of the problems 

noted in the first chapter. Ideology. which is brought by Annida is Islamic ideology. 

It means a set of values and teachings, based on AJ-Qurm, and Sunna as the only 

soUICC of information for muslim. O'Sbaughnessy in his book Media and Society an 

introduction tells that ideology is a set of social values, idea, beliefs. representati~ 

and institution by which people collectively make sense of the world they live in 

(191). This chapter will be divided into three sections-the existence of Islamic 

ideology, i1s influence into the reader's daily life. and the influence aspects 

The existence of Annida 's ideology can be seen from two aspects-te>..1, and 

reader. Text refers to Annida's English short stories (KIS/). In those texts, we can 

find Islamic ideology. especially in theme and cbamcter. Finally. the writer gives 

great attention into the readers. because in this thesis the readers play a big role in 

giving their respomes toward KISl. Then. their responses will be analyzed based on 

Iser' s theocy 

In this second· ~ the writer will discuss about the influence of KISI 's 

ideology towatd the readers. The writer describes the effect of KISI's ideology into 

the respondents' daily life and classifies respondents in accepting KISI's ideology 

based on Hall's theory. These respondents can be said as the representation of 

Annida 's readers. This ideology influences the readers in many aspects. such as 

activity, hobbies, friendship. pray (silo/at), and environmental maintenance. 
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And in the third ~ the writer tells about the influence aspects. which 

involve in the process of changing the readers' behavior and attitude. They are KIS/ 

itself as an ideological magazine and readers• experience; social condili~ education 

l-alues. religious values. and fiunily values. 

A. The existence of Islamic Ideology 

l. Ideology as Sea on Text 

As we have been discussed above, Annida claims that it is an ideological 

magazine, which brings ~ges into the readers and finally directs them close to its 

mission and vision. lt is suitable with O'Shaughnessy>s opinion. He says that 

ideology can be found in text (169). 

ln finding the appearance of ideology in KISI, the writer uses theme and 

character as the significance thing in this thesis. It is significant since throughout the 

analysis of themes and character is adequate to search out the existence of Islamic 

ideology in K/SL 

a. Theme 

According to Hany Shaw in his book Dictionary of Literary Term3. theme is 

the message or moral- implicit in any work of art (378). It means that the author 

carries on his idea and experience in it. Thus, readers can take it as their own 

experience. So, directly or not. theme bas big role in influencing the reader's mind 

and point of view. 

The variety of KISI ~ them.es is something which attractive and useful in 

keeping reader's interest and to broaden their knowledge about Islam through short 
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stories. Moml;y .. K/Sl~, themes are simple and easy to be understood. It is related to 

Annitla s market-teenager -that does not like to be onlered by others to do 

something. In this thesis,. the writer takes sevcnteen short stories as the source. From 

those K1Sls. the writer will classify its themes into nine groups-matcrialism,. benefit 

in having best mend, effort in keeping Islamic faith,. boys and girls relationship,. the 

function tlf sholat, envimnmental maintenance. impnwe the reader's behavior, be 

patient person; be a responsible person. and a firm in declaring the truth;, using time 

and chance properly. and da \va needs a strategy to achieve the g)my oflslam. 

First, about materialism. taken from the stoiy Written 011 the Star 

" ... I think God is not fair. Since I was born, I had to live with no parents, 

bmni)iated by ~ humans, never bad enough food, life with no roof over 

my head. My life is so miserable. Then how could He command me to 

worship Him .... Does sholat bring me any bread 'l" (Rabmi. 52-53). 

From the stOI}' Written 011 the Star the author shows that the main cbaracter, Zada 

feels disappointed with his condition. He tends to use bis logic than his heart (brain 

than faith). Through this story, the author wants to give consciousness that actually 

Allah loves all of His creations with His own ways and angry to those who cannot 

accept that problems patiently. Allah examines His servants by giving trials and 

grace. In lacking condition without food. money. shelter. or maybe famiJ;y member. 

He wants to know how they face and accept that condition. Will they angry with Him 

and feel disappointed with it or try to tight and change that condition. And at the 

other situation. much money., aboodant food. proper house, et cetem, Allah wants to 

know what they do with that satisfactory conditi~ whether they use it in His path 

by helping others or not. 
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Therefore, Allah •s love is umneasurable by anything such as brea~ money. house, et 

cetera. Although all of human being need i~ it does not the only the souree of 

happiness. 

~ about friend as a mediwn to guide ones to the straight path. Having 

best ~end is something wonderful, because they can remind us if we forget about 

something, can hold us up if we are in had condition. These benefits are suitable with 

the following fragment which is taken from the stoJy The Letters "' ... A best mend is 

someone who sing the same song with you and reminds you when you're forgotten 

the words. Thanks for waking me up ... " (Rahmi,53). 

And mllD other stoiy. which also tells about fiiendship Kare,~. Co.sh and I 

" ... Life can be vecy surprising sometimes. In my glamorous life, I met 

ordinaty people like Kareem-:who saved me from being bitten by Cash. We 

become fri~ I feh owe bim a lot ... And nothing was more worthy than 

this friendship ... "(Aida, 53). 

From those stories we can find the message from the author that friends have 

significant influence to ones' character and point of view to ones' life. And they also 

can support us to do the best thing in our life. It ~ the readers to find best 

friend in their life and they agree that the function of friend in their life is a 

significant thing to remind them to be have good personality and then support them 

in getting better life. 

~ about the effort in keeping n faith, Islam. Taken from the story The 

Go/de11 Calligraphy •• ... 'You see, rm Moslem now". ·no you think iCs fmmy'l 

Don't you realize how stupid you are'? Everyone in this family bates Moslem. You 

will be sony about this' ...... (Hardeos, 53-54). This story tells about the obstacle to 
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be a mua/laf and the effort in keeping his belie( Islam. The main character tries to 

defense his new Jaith even until he dies. That stmy inspires the reader.; to be brave 

and stmng in defunding their faith, aJth,1ugb there are many things which might be 

obsbuct it. 

Fmuth, the story. which tells about boys and girls relotic:m..wp, is ,1nly one, 

Last J'rai11_ to O 'Hare. Its theme can be seen Jium this fiagment 

" ... 'what about our relationship? Are you leaving me forever?' Arya gave no 

comment when Dessy came to this sensitive part. He never mentioned that 

another reason of his departwe to Indonesia i~ to escape fu.1m her. He likes 

Dessy as a mend. but he has been thinking that their relationship is a 

dangerous one, a sort of violation to Islamic teaching. They often hang 

around together and walk side by side like a husband and wife. ~ his 

Pakistani buddy, often reminds Arya that his relationship with Dessy is 

improper and dangerous; Arya agreed a hundred percent with this buddy ... " 

(Susetyo, 54). 

It tells about the effort of a boy to live as Islamic rules ft<;yariah). One of these rules 

is the management of different sex relationship. In Islam there is no love bound 

between boy and girl outside wedlock. That story brings a message to the readers 

about Islamic values in relationship by taking example the phenomena of courtship 

in yo~. In that fragment the boy tries to end that relationship, because he 

already knew that it confronts strongly with Islamic values, that is AJ-Quran and 

SulUlah. 
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KlSJ tells about the function of slwlat in 11 th edition, its title is Muallaf in 

MeditaJion. This stoty tells about the oomparison of the effect of sho/at with other 

kind of meditation that he bad ever done. 

•• ... I come into the meditation. Toe gesture were so ~ but the effect so 

wondetful. Just imagine: only within five minutes all of my burdens seem 

lighter. All problems seem simpler. I still feel the effect of meditation. The 

gestures are dynamic. At the first time I was only asked to follow bis gestme; 

stand up, stoop, kiss the floor, sit, stand up again, and the cycle repeats ... " 

(Hayat, 52). 

Muallqf in Meditation tells about the effect of pray to heart tranquility. In the stoty 

the author shows the superiority of sho/at compared to other meditation medium to 

achieve heart tranquility. It implies a ~gc to the readers to comprehend fully 

towmd their sho/at. It is hoped the readers enjoy their sho/at (deeply absorbed in 

sholai) and it will appear in their daily life. 

The next KIS/ ~ theme is about environmental maintenance. In this stocy The 

Hunter, the author wants to reminds the readers to keep their ~ especially 

the forest and animal that live in it 

" ... I was accepted at Veteriruuy Faculty. Since I was a child, I bad been a 

part of nature •. My father was an employee of Forestty Department. I often 

went with him to his work and he would teach me mauy thing about 

forestiy •.. "(Arimurti, 52). 

In this stoiy, the main character loves and gives attention into animal's life. " ... Their 

houses were cut and burned down for woods and farm fields or highways, 

hotel and resort, and other buildings. They bad to be ready to lose their 
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family and friends if the hunters could not bear their hllnting desire. A whole 

animal's poignancy to fulfill the ranks ambition only ... " (Arimurti,. 52-53). 

11,e Hu11ter tells alxlut the effort of a girl in upholding ecological condition. She 

began to pay attention into environmental problems when she was a child. Ironically, 

her etlort in keeping the CC4.llogical circumstance fu.ce the pmblcm with her own 

.futher, who is a hunter. This stmy moti\'ates the readen, to involve in environmental 

maint=ance and take care into its pmblem although in small scope and in simple 

way. such as throw the rubbish in its place. 

Am1ida. especially English she.lit stories also tells about the function of faith 

m controlling decent attitude to others. For example being a patient people, 

responsible people. and firm people in declaring the truth. fn this kind of tb.eme, there 

are tbree !11ories that have those categories. First, about how the main character's 

struggle to be a patient person in a stoty At die Parle. 

" ... Today is the worst. Keenan wakes all day. asking evecybody in this house 

to keep awake accompanying him (actually,. it's only me in this house ... ). I 

am so sleepy because I slept late last night Even though I have begged Allah 

to bless me without kinds of patience in this world, in a seco11d I loose my 

control I hit Keenan, right on his hand ... "' (Aida. 52). 

Finally, the main cb.amcter feels regret and realizes tlult what she bas done before is 

wrong. " ... It makes my tears of regret roll down my cheeks. It must be Allah who 

opens my thought. Oh! I just don't want to be a person who always gets impatient if 

something does not nm well ... " (Aida. 52-53). 

Using emotion in solving a problem does not an effective way,. because it only causes 

regretful. This message is carried up by the author in this story. IndirectJy,. the author 
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says that patient person ~ more advantages in solving the problem than 

emotional person. Unconsciously,. it enctnuages the readers to keep faith in their 

heart in managing their emotions appropriately. 

A stmy The Runaway Patient tells about struggle against sutrering. It is also 

related to how to be a responsible pen;on. The author's message can be seen from 

this fragment 

" ... Sometimes Narso protested to God who destined him to be merely a poor 

pedicab driver. . .. Narso finally decided that he had to find a way of fleeing 

.lrom the hospital. He anived at home,. but his house was empty ... His wife 

went to the hospital after heard her husband got accident ... I'm sony to tell 

this, but your wife was taken as a hostage by the hospital until somebody 

pays the bill for your hospitalization ... " (Budiman, 53). 

rn lacking condition, people can do irresponsible thing. rn this case is Narso. He bas 

no money then he has quarrel with his wife and makes him drunk, then be gets 

accident Finally, he flees from hospital,. because he bas to pay the ~ of treatment 

That story motivates the readers to be responsible person in many situation and 

condition, do not run away from the problem because it just causes another problem. 

Finally, it will make the other in trouble. 

The next stoty is A Nightmare , which tells about be a firm people in declaring 

the truth. 

"' ... We arrest you because we are very sure that you.,re the henchman of 

Mansyur. It means you're a member of terrorist group. Just give up, Med. Do 

what they want you to do. Confess as Mansyur's henchman in the press 

conference we,ve already set up,. after that we will give you a lot of presents 
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and money. Believe me, your life will be a pleasant one. Not a chance Pak! 

E\'-en though rm only the bwnpkin. J won't do such immoral things! J still 

have my sense and pride. unlike you Pak .... This is a chemical weapon and 

this is a plastic bag to be put on your head You may inhale this wonderful 

cliemical gas if you fove the amma ... •• (Pranowu, 53-55). 

Although this stoJ}' tells about a nightmare, it is full llf message abllut the effort in 

defending a pride to declare the truth although in that effort he is in difficult and 

dangerous situation. The lesson of that stcuy is pride is vay expensive and we must 

secure it whatever will happen. It motivates the readers to act similar to the main 

character in speaking out the truth. 

And other K/Sl's 1hemes are about using time and chance properly and also 

how to accept Allah's will Take Me Hom. Sis and da"wa needs a strategy to get 

Islamic gloiy CrypJo I &2. 

From those classifications, we can find that there is ideology -based on AJ

Quran and &mna-wbich want to be implanted into the readers. For muslim. Al

Quran and Sunna is the only reference in their daily life, because they are group of 

nonns which ammge muslim's life. It is suitable wi~ O'Shauglmessy who says that 

ideology is a set of values, ideas, and beliefs (191). The appearance of ideology in 

KIS[ is also suitable with Annida ~v missions, that is to introduce Islamic values, to 

enlighten readers' mind, and to guide readers to behave well, civilized, and 

thoughtful. 

Finally, through theme, the author wants to bring Qlle messages which can 

give consciousness into the readers-what they have done and thought before were 

false. That tactor influences the author to choose simple theme which close to 
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teenager's life. The aims are to improve the reader's English short stories ability and 

to make the reader inwlved and teased. Although its themes are simple, they have 

deep ml2Iling and impression for the reader.;. 

b. Characaer 

ln a literary work, character also takes important role to voice the author's 

mind "A character is revealed by his acti~ his speech, his thought, his physical 

appeamnce, what other characters say or think of him" (Shaw, 71). The appearance 

of character is something that not real, directly or not it can influence the reader's 

interest Based on this importance, what is the meaning of character'l According to 

Shaw in bis book Dictionary of literary Terms. character is a person represented in a 

stocy, novel, drama, etc (71). About cbnracter in KISI, the author usually presents one 

person or two people as the main character. There are two patterns in presenting 

character in KISI. First, the main character's life is far away from Islam. Then, they 

apologize for their false into Allah and promise never repeat it again. Second pattern 

is at the beginning. the main character lives harmoniously with Islam. After 

disappointed by their condition, they reject Islamic values. At the end, they regret 

and back to the straight path again. Usually, many aspects, such as society, family, 

friends, important event etc, influence the process of transfonnation. In proving this 

process of changing. the writer takes two stories Take Me Home. Sis and Regarding 

Yot1. 

..It bas been two months since the tragedy that took my dad and my right leg 

happened. Life goes on as if nothing happened in our family life. Eveiything 

seenlS to nm smoothly as usual, excepts for me. Honestly, I can pretend as 
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well as they are. Nothing is the same again. This family is incomplete 

without dad and my Jife also without my right leg. No leg means no soccer 

and no futwe". 

The main character shocks after he loses his father and his right leg. And he still 

cannot accept that condition~ he feels useless and incomplete in that situation. It 

motivates him to kill himself. "I believe my destiny is in my own hands. Let the train 

hit me. Honestly, that's my purpose of coming here". 

Then his sister blows his plan to suicide. She gives advices into him. 

'You're Moslem Zal. You know how our religion forl>ids such a great sin. Zal .. 

mom and me reaJly love you. Believe mel For our short life in this world.. don't 

waste your second chance. Your life isn't yours. It bel~ to Allah and He bas 

right to determine your destiny". (Me• 52-53). 

The cbmacter in Take Me Home. Sis is suitable with the second pa~ as we 

have been discussed before. He lives in Islamic family, his sister has good 

understanding in Allah's rule: suicide is prohibited by Allah. His sister's advice can 

change the main character's point of view into live. Finally he never thinks or plans 

to do it again. 

Through the character, the author brings a message that in facing life~ we 

must be optimist person, because chance does not come twice. Solving the problem 

by suicide means that we do not thank God for His grace. That condition puts us as 

1he loser, people who have no brave to change that bad situation. It relates to accept 

Allah's will is needed for people who believe in His existence, because He has full 

authority in determining His creations' fate. And how people use given chance and 
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time properly show that they believe in God will. They will not protest or angiy with 

Him. they will thank to Allah for all c.lfHis grace; good or bad 

Second, Regarding You 

"'TraDb-plantation .firilure... . A common .late fur people like us ... right? Yes 

the c.lnes with Jeukemio... It must be llur some illness and pain that had mode 

us unseparatahle then. You had always said that we should go around the 

world to finds herbs to cure us. Lile is really playing fool of me. 1 am scared 

of needle, yet they give me injections. I hate that stinl-y medicine, yet they 

give me doz.ens of it I want to grow up free, yet they put me in this jail ... ! I' 

She shouted. Yukiko's face changed suddenly. Life is nc.lt playing fool of 

anyone! God bas given us meaningful lives, for all of us ... me, . .. and you. 

Have a nice sleep and don't feel bothered my little sister. You were only nine 

when God called you. I shall pray to Him to make us teal sister when we 

meet again in heaven. Do you know, Yukiko, you were ahvays right when 

you said, "Jinsei wa Utsulcushi (life is beautiful)". (Diana Pusposari, 52-53). 

From that fragment, we know that there are two main characters who is suffering 

from leukemia. In their bard time, they build a wonderful friendship. It can support 

each other in facing their disease. In this story, one character is optimist in their life 

and still thinks positively about life itseU: because she believes that God always 

gives His bless for them. It makes their life more beautiful and meaningful. She 

supports her friend to be an optimist person although. their time is limited. Finally, 

other main cbmacter, Yukiko .. s friend can accept her destiny that God is very fair in 

giving her time and chance to enjoy it. This process of changing is suitable with the 

first pattern as we ta1k above. 
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.. In this port, KJSI's ideology can be seen implicitly .. for example be optimist 

person is needed in facing and acet..i,ting Allah's authority. So. we can receive His 

detennination well. Jt prows that KISJ ~ character is di.trerent fuw other character in 

other magazine-there is a process of awareness. Through the main character's 

action~ speech. and thought, KJSJ wants to present hwnan wlues and moral lesson 

that based on Islamic point of view. So. c«.lnsciously or not, the author can influence 

the reader's habit and behavior. 

2. Annida's Ideology As It Is Undentood by Readen 

After discuss about the appearance of ideology in texts especially in theme 

and charc1cter,. the writer will discuss about KIS/ ~ ideology as understood by the 

reader. 1t is related to the importance of reader's responses. So:, ew:iything about it, 

which bas relation with KJSJ 3 idel,logy. will be noted. Then the result of observation 

.limn sewn respondents will be presented in this part; when they began to read KJSJ, 

bow they introduce and get Armida, what are their reasons in reading KJSI,. how 

many times they read KJSJ, and are they realize KJSJ ~ ideology and agree with it 

The writer's respondents have been reading Annida since they were in Junior 

High School (1) Senior High School (5), and unive:rsity (1 ). They know .A,mida from 

their friends (71,4%), from her sister (14,7%), and one respondent knows from her 

uncle. After ~ friends or uncle or sister introduced Annida to them then they are 

interested in reading Annida. It makes them want to bom>w (42,CJ0/4) or even buy it 

by themselves (57,.1 %). 

In reading English short stories, they have various reasons. The dominant 

reasons are they want to get Islamic knowledge through th~ stories .. and to practice 
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their English passively (28,6%), to be good a muslimah, and to know about the stocy 

itself (14.3%). This is accordance with Lubis) opinion. Iiteraiy wod'S includes 

hwnan being's entire pmblem in life such morality. evil and good, loyalty and 

betmyal. love and hate. sin. and other philosophy of life (25). 

In undenJtanding English short stoiy. they need more time and concentration 

tt, catch its messages. Four resptmdents get difficulties in language, although the 

author gives glossmy-the list of difficult words. And the other respmdents do not 

meet this problem. because in their opinion KJSI 3 vocabularies are simple and easy 

to be understood. This factor also influences how many times respondents read KJSI. 

Two respondents only need once, and the others need three times to read and find its 

meaning. Differentiation in reading and finding Annida 's ideology is suitable with 

lser's opinion • ... On a second reading he noticed thing he bad missed when he read 

the book for the first time, but this is scarcely smprising in view of tact that the 

second time he is looking at the text from a different perspectiw" (Iser in Tompkins, 

56). 

In the process of reading Annida, there are two groups of respondents; four 

respondents realiz.e that Annida has mission, bringing Islamic values in publishing 

this magazine. They get awareness thnt this kind of media will bminwash their mind 

They also agree with Annida s decision be an ideological magazine, because 

literature can persuade reader's feeling and thought Those respondents recognize the 

appearance of Annida 's ideology by themselves; from its content and perfonnance. 

This condition is different from the second group, there are three respondents who do 

not reali7.e Annida's mission and do not know the author's pwpose in writing those 

stories; implant Islamic values in their mind. It happens because Annida s ideology 
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does not appear explicitly. It influences them to think that kind of stories are neutral 

tQ1, but this condition change after the writer tells them that there are messages and 

intentions in thtlSe stories. DitlO'Clltiatfon in finding Annida ·s ideology is suitable 

with Selden that "Meaning lies in the adjusbnents and revisions of expectations 

which are brought about in the reader's mind in the pmcess ,1f making sense of bis or 

her dialectica.J relationship to the text" (Selden, 55). 

In this part, there are various responses and opinions that related to KJSJ. This 

variation shows us that there is no person who really similar. they have their own 

need, thought, and feeling in responding the same stories from definite editions. This 

condition is caused by many aspects which directly or not will persuade this process, 

such as educati~ background of family. point of view into live, activity, et cetera. It 

proves that one text can give several different realizations for its readers (Iser in 

Tompkins, 55). 

Differentiation in wulerstanding a text is allowed acconling to Iser. "[He] 

allows for more openness in the text and more variability in our responses, because 

there is no best meaning in a text" (Keesey, 125). Iser in Tompkins also says that 

"one text is potentially capable of several different realiz.ations and no reading can 

ever exhaust the full potential, for each individual reader will fill in the gaps in his 

own was" (55). Thus, different responses and understanding are something. which 

accepted and Iser supports these kinds of differentiation. 
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B. The InOuence of KISl's Ideology Toward the Readen 

In the previous section. we haw discussed about the appearance of Islamic 

ideology as seen an text and readers. Now, in this part, the writer will focus an the 

eftect of KJSI's ideology into the reader's behavior. 

The writer realizes that the existence of ideology is interesting related to its 

eftect into the readers. Discussing abc..,ut A1111ida ~ eftect, the writer will classify it 

into two categories; individual and social. First, about individual impact It means 

that only those readers themselves who feel the process of changing. It does not 

involve other people's role and feeling. For example, using time and chance 

appropriately. hobby and about praying. Th~ about social impact It relates to other 

people. It means that its changes influence their sociali7.ation and can be felt by 

others. For example, friendship, enviromnental maintenance, and the effect of sholat. 

So. in finding the impact of ideology into the respondents. the writer applies 

tbn:e steps. First, the writer makes appointment with than to do interview. In 

interviewing her respondents,. the writer also surveys about their behavior, attitude, 

and their Is1amic Wlderstonding. Then the writer observes their habit and 

clwacteristic through third person_ such as friend or sister who can give a lot of 

information about them objectively. Finally. the writer combines both of two ways to 

fmd KJSI' s effect into respondents• life. The existence of KJS/ ~ ideology has big 

role in changing respondents• life, because there is a cause and effect relation 

between them. In this part, the writer will explain about the impact of KISI 's 

ideology into the readers and how they apply it in their daily life. Below, the writer 

will describe what happen into respondents' daily life aftec reading KJS/ for several 

months. 
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BeforltreadingKJSa After reading KISI 

1. They haVe bad alli1ude ThGy have goodalli1ude 

2. Thay often waste tine and chance They are active In many crganization 

3.lbay have am hltiies: raacing, walding TV, Thay s1I have thOse h0bbies 

lstefing lo cassette Cl' racio 

4.~: 

-Two respondents have bajfriend ·The'/ d have tqfriand 

-Toer have no best friend -thef lry lo find a bettiend sutal*t.U. lslarricaiteria 

5. lbay feel tad lo devout and get the lnpad of sholat They can pay davolJIIY' and feel 11s i1'ai 

6. Thay do nol care into nal1ral existence Th6y give "eat attention into na!lnl mndtion. 

. . 
Below. more explanation about the process of changing of respondents" behavior, 

which related to the previous table. 

l. Using Time and Chance 

In AJ-Quran. surah AJ-Ashr: l-3. Allah refers to the testimony of time, 

because time is always in favour of those who have faith towatd Allah. If they do not 

do that. they will feel regret Allah's instruction is ditTecent from the teSpOlldents' 

condition. They usually do not care with the importance of time. They let it go away 

without doing something useful, but this condition change after they read KISI. This 

story. Take A.le Home. Sis persuades them to use time and chance carefully. because 

time cannot come twice in their life. Six respondents try to use their time and chance 

by oo,ing activist in many organimtions, such as Islamic activity, Girl Scout. faculty 

association, and art club. 

Dini chooses UKTK (dance and gamelan music) and EDSA (English Department 

Student Association). Although she chooses activities. which have no relation to 

Islamic values. she tries to keep and do that She tries to influence her friends to be 

more close to Islamic values. It means that she tries to color her chosen organimtion 
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by Islamic ideology. And the other reason. she wants to get more experience from 

~y organizations. 

Dina is active in Girl Scout in her senior high school and she comes once a 

week for Girl Scout's training. Although Dina is active in Girl Scou~ she wears veil. 

It relates to her understanding that wearing veil is a duty fur 111uslimah and she tries 

to istiqomah with it She wants to prove that wearing veil does not Jimit her activity 

and she enjoys with it And the other purposes are to add her experience, get new 

mends and associate with other people. 

Four respondents have experiences in Islamic organization, cerlainly because 

of their own reason-fulfill university obligation, intera."ted in its ~ or enrich 

their Islamic knowledge. Two respondents, Rida and Pita are still active in that 

activity. &pecially for Pita, she bas been involving in Islamic organi7.ation since she 

was in Senior High School 

Sita and Wiwin are not active again in that organization.. because they are 

very busy with their studies. So, they just participate in incidental program. 

One respondent, Rini, is not active in any organization at all, because she does not 

like to associate with others. The result is she bas just few fiiends, refers to page 52-

53. 

After they read KISI and know about the importance of tune, they liy to be 

more careful in usmg their time; being activist in many orgaoiwtions which me 

suitable with their interest. Their decision to be active in organization bring various 

etrects in their life. For example, they get a lot of friends, experiences, and can 

actualize their capobili\)' in solving problems and leading others. All of them bring 

many advantages for their future to compete with others. So, they have a little mean 
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in facing the reality in society. And only one ~ wl10 does not interested to 

be an acti\'is~ because she has her own way to fill her time by doing her hobbies. 

2..Hobby 

It relates to the use of time carefully. So, they think that must fill their leisure 

time by doing useful habit Their hobbies do not change drastically after reading 

Amlida, only there are a hit changes. They still do those hobbies; reading any kind 

material, watching any 1V programs, and listening to any kinds of music. 

Seven respondents enjoy listening to 1wsyid, but only one respondent who 

really chooses nasyid as her favorite music; Rini. The other respondents like to listen 

to nasyiJ as well as other kind of music. They have their own .favorite group of 

music. For example is Dina. Her favorite groups are Back Street Boys and Westlife. 

She knows them well and follows their progress, and she also has everything about 

tbem-<:assettc; poster etc. This condition is different from Ricla, in the past, she also 

liked and followed Sheila On Seven's {SOS) progress and knew everything about 

them. She also visited their concert in other cities, but this condition has changed. 

Now she is not SOS' fanotic fan again. She just knows about their songs and 

sometime sings their songs for bcrselt: Nowadays, Rida enjoys listening to nasyid. It 

is influenced by her boarding house's atmosphere where nasyid is often played and 

beard together, and by her own W1derstanding in Islam. Tiwt fact shows that they 

give attention and interested to listen nasyid, although they do not always listen to it 

everyday to replace their previous music. It means that they do not change their 

music dmsticalJ;y, but it shows that there is a process of changing; to be nasyid 

listener. 
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The other respondents' hobby is reading. Almost all of them enjoy reading 

many kind of reading material. They dtl not only choose certain material, for 

example Islamic reading material only. They try to combine Islamic material and 

other .knowledges to get the newest information about what happen around them. So, 

they will read anything which is interesting to fill their leisure tim~ but only one 

respondent,, Rini, who just reads Annida as her reading material. She is not interested 

in other teenager magazines. 

About reading. respmdents do not only focus on Islamic reading material, 

because as teenager they have to know about all of infonnation around them from 

various reading materials. Their contact with Islamic reading material, such as 

Annida is in progress. which directly or not will influence their way of thinking and 

point of view. 

The other hobby is watching TV. They usually watch and follow many 

programs. which can entertain them. Their favorite programs are movie; Hollywood 

and Bollywood movie, cartoon, sport, music etc. There is one respondent; Sita who 

keens on watching cartoon movie, every cartoon she knows and watches it. 

Especially on Sunday. she will spend her time in fiont of TV to watch cartoon until 

that program is over. Although they enjoy watching entertainment programs. they 

also watch serious programs. such as news and religious program. It proves that they 

tiy to improve their Islamic understanding without leave others. That purpose is to 

sense of balance between popular and Islamic information. 

3.Friendship 

La.st Train to O 'Hare tells about forbidden relation between boys and girls. 

This stocy's message does not persuade all of respondents, because there are two 
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respondents (Rini and Dina) who have special relation with malo-having boyfriend. 

They have been having that relation since in Junior High school Although there are 

two resptmdents do not follow its insbUction, the other respondents do not have 

special relation with the opposite sex. Even though Rini and Dina still have 

hoyfiiend they tJy to limit their time to meet their ho,mmd and dt, not show up their 

relation into others. lt means that they still reluctant with that kind of relationship. 

AI-Qurmi. surah Ali lmran: 118, tells us to be selective in choosing mend, 

choosing the trusted person. KISJ. 111e Letters tells about mendship. lt inspires the 

readers to find truly mends. Although all of respondents have a lot of fiiends, they 

still hope that they will find a best mend who can remind them if they are &Jse and 

give support to do the best thing in their life. For example are the writer's 

respondents. Rini and Dina. They are best friend and have been having this relation 

since in Junior High School They give pcmtive influence to each other, for example 

in wearing veil-they decide and wear it at the same time; second grade of senior 

High School 

The other positive effect of having friend is they can get more knowledge 

from them. For instan~ five respondents become familiar with Annida from their 

friend. F~ they borrow Annida. then they are interested to buy it by themselves. 

All of respondents want to ftnd best friend in their life. And it makes them to 

be a chosen friend by improving their own cbnmcteristic. So, before ask others to be 

their best friend. they tty to improve themselves and be best friend for others. 

4. Pny (Sl,o/af) 

Allah instructs to his follower to pray only to Him. It can be found in AI

Quran. surah Al-Baqarah: 21 and 43. KISl. Mua/Jaf in Meditalion tells about the 
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effect of pray devoutly, similar to the effect of meditatio1L Process in getting devout 

(khusyu ") is difficult, but it does not mean that they cannot get it All of respondents 

tJy to devout by doing many ways, such as concentration and undentand what they 

read in aholat. It will help them to be more devout Sholal is a communication 

between our creator, Allah swr and us as hwnan being. A good commwlication will 

give good impact for them, they will feel closer to Allah and obey Allah's teaching. 

There are two eJrects of .sl,o/at; physically and mentally. Physical impact is, before 

doing .sholat, Allah instructs them to clean themselves (cloth and body) and our 

environment According to many researches. doing .sholat regularly will make us 

healthier and fresh in doing other duty. Second is mental impact, it relates to our 

attitude. Directly or not the impact of .rl,o/at can change their bad attitude, for 

instance make them more patient and calm in solving the problems of life, discipline 

(because nmslim only pray at the appointed time), respons1"ble in doing their duty and 

other p<mtive attitude. 

1be p<mtive impact of sholat is very amazing, it motivates the respondents to 

improve themselves into that level~ pray devoutly. Although in getting that level is 

difficult, they 1Iy to get it And that impact can be reflected in their daily life, 

especially in their behavior and attitude. 

5. EnvironmenW Maintenance 

About keeping natuml existence "The Huntd', inspires seven respondents to 

keep the purity of nature in their environment. It relates to AJ,.Quran. surah Ar-Ram: 

41. Allah reminds that disaster and demuction will come soon caused by human 

being themselves. Then, they feel its impact and it makes them give more attention 

into environmental problems. The appearance of this awareness is caused by the 
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by the impact of the environmental destruction, such as flood, landsli~ and the lost 

of extinct animals. In small scope, they must be more careful in treating and keeping 

their envimmnent an>wid them. Fllf instance, in throwing the rubbish. These 

~-pondents by to throw the rubbish in its place. If they do not find rubbish bin, they 

will keep the rubbish (the wrap of candy, snack, et cetera) in their bag or pocket. 

After they find it, they will throw it in its place. From the simple and ~j' action, we 

hope that they can influence their friends tll act like them in keeping and treating its 

sanitmy. 

Although they have been reading Annida for many times, the process of 

changing cannot happen instantly. There . are many aspects, which influence its 

process. It causes them to take more time to think for their next decision; whether its 

message suitable with their idea or belief and whether its influence suitable to be 

applied in their life. This condition often makes them just mb:s some ideologies as a 

knowledge, which will be kept in their mind. It makes the process of changing does 

not always happen into respondents, depends on themselves would like to accept and 

apply those ideology in their life or not 

Below are the result of process of reading KISI and its impact into readers" daily 

life. 

I. Rini is not active in any organiution at all. She likes to spend her time with 

her family and her boyfriend The result is Rini has just few friends. Rini can 

be classified as negotiated reading.. because she can accept some of Annida 3 

ideologies and against others; having boyfriend and being activist 

2. Dinn still listens to her favorite boys bond; Westlife and Back Street Boys and 

she also listen to Islamic music; called nasyid. Dina also has boyfriend since 
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she was in junior high school. She wears veil in her daily lif~ being girl scout 

member. try to pray devoutly. and care on envirc.1nmental problems. Based on 

those facts. Dina is grouped as negotiated reading. 

Based on the previous e.xplanation, the writer finds three classification of readers. It 

is suitable with Hall that divide readers ltl he three gmups totl. First, readen1 who 

accept all of KJSrs ideology. There are five respondents who accept and apply it in 

their daily life. They can accept it without question. And they asstDDe that KJSJ can 

remind and control their habit Unconsciously. that dominant ideology,. Islamic 

ideology. motivates them to change their behavior. attitude. the way of thinking etc. 

For example is Rida. Now, she prefers to listen nasyid than her previous fuvorite 

music (Sheikl on Seven). 

Seco~ negotiated readers. In this, there is a process of bargaining: only 

accept the apJ)lopri.ate ideology and refuse others. So, they are just persuaded by 

some K/S/'s ideologies. It can be seen on Rini and Dina's case. 

~ ~ppositional readers. In the process of choosing respondents. the writer 

found some teenagers who refuse to read Annida, especially KISL They think that 

Annida is an ideological magazine, which will brainwash their mind and ask them to 

do its instruction. Their refusal to read Annida. especially KIS~ make them cmmot be 

chosen as respondents~ because they do not fill the writer"s requirement; have been 

reading Annida for minimwn six months. 

C. The lnOue.nee Aspeces 

Reader response critics are interested in the varitay of our responses and 

focuses on the etTects of literary work into readers, wluch appear in behavior. It 
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includes reader's role into literacy wor~ whether a work can have as many meanings 

as we have ~lJOnses to it,. because ta-ts full of gaps, and these gaps have powerful 

et'fuct on readen. (Murfin. 139-141 ). It means that text challenge readers to find out 

truth on their own. 

As we know before that KJSJ is meaningful. which brings Annida's mission 

and visi,m into its readers. For instance, in wearing veil, using time and chance, 

hobby, mend.ship, pray, and environmental maintenance. Consciously or not KJSJ's 

ideology influence readers' attitude and behavior, as said by the writer in the 

previous part. 

Those changes do Dtlt work instantly, because there are many .fitctors, which 

influence that process. The writer classifies those factors to be two categories; media 

in this case is KIS/ and readers' experience. Fm.1 is KISI. As an colunm in 

ideological magazine. readers can find its ideology in KISI: theme and character. It is 

suitable with O'Shaugnessy who says that ideology can be found in many places, 

such as in a text ( 196). It relates to the function of mass m• such as magazine and 

newspaper as socializing agents. However, media can play a significant role in 

activating interpersonal channels of communication, especially when messages 

reinforce the beliefs. So, they are the important and effective way itt spreading 

ideology. 

Ideology has significance role in our life. because it has great power in 

pcn1l8ding people .. s mind and action. Sometime people do not recognize that there is 

an ideology in a text and they are also not conscious that they have been persuaded 

by it. Automatically. it changes their habit and that process becomes natural and 
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normal. So. it is difficult to be detected by themselves and others. Thus, they find 

newest idec.,Jogy. which dilTurent from their previous belie&. 

Those condition also happen into those re:,,xmdents. There are three 

re:,-pondents who do not realize that through KISJ, A1mida tries to implant Islamic 

values into its reader. It happens because Am1idu ~ ideology appears natlU'ally and 

integrally in a text lt makes the reader dillicult to ~ out ~d does not conscious 

about its persuasion. Although three respondents do not recognize KJSJ ~ ideology, 

there are four respondents who rea]ize that this colwnn will brainwash their mind and 

want to put in Islamic ideologies. They agree with its appearance .. because its lessons 

never force them to follow it. Refers to appendix page 55-56. 

Seoond, the respondents' experience have big role in persuading them, it 

includes social condition, education values, family values, religious values 

(O'Sbaugbnessy. 69). Those factors bave big role in persuading people, because in 

process of reacling, readers always take their previous experience. It is suitable with 

Selden who says that '<the reader's existing consciousness will have to make certain 

internal adjustments in order to receive and process the alien viewpoints which the 

text presents ... " (57). Based on that situation many responses will appear fi"om 

readers; reader who accepts and applies its messages, reader who rejects it, and just 

takes it as a knowledge, or reader who only takes the proper ideas and reject others. 

R.esponcling a text happens after process of internalizing, negotiating. and realizing 

the elements of the text (Selden. 57). That oondition happen is caused by "ditrerent 

readers can be differently affected by the reality of a particular text. .. "(l'ompkins, 

54). 
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The writer knows that difficult to see the impact of KIS/'s ideology instantly. 

because "it is not possible to measure direct effects because the media just one 

component of an infinitely complex chain of causal fucton; (such as the audience 

members' upbringing. social class, education, personal prejudice, experience and so 

fort) (11-12). That condition also happens to KJSrs readers, they do not change their 

behavior and attitude directly, although they have been reading KlSI for fong time. It 

relates to the function of KISI, it just gives small contributfon into the process of 

changing. 
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